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This free widget displays random cheese facts from the fantastically brilliant CheeseOnTour.com website. Text size, text colour and update frequency can be changed via the preferences screen. To move the Widget around the screen, use ctrl+click. Click the text to visit CheeseOnTour.com in your
default browser. Description: Free Animate feature only - no sound and no animation so no wiggly or wobbling cheese is going on here! This free image only is suitable for non-commercial use. Use it to create a photo effect, an overlaid puzzle, or simply an 'image' to add to your site, including a 'fly-in'
effect where you can add a picture to drop straight onto your background image, such as this 'drop-on-the-bakcup' cake. The 'image only' option requires a small amount of bandwidth, which will normally only be required once. All future views will be via a cached version. All other visual effects are
available via the included Download button. Do not forget to come back and rate once you have completed your project - there's a little surprise each time you return to the site. The cake is served. Supported Image Formats: JPG and PNG. Description: A cornucopia of sweet treats for your visitors! This
free image only is suitable for non-commercial use. Use it to create a photo effect, an overlaid puzzle, or simply an 'image' to add to your site, including a 'fly-in' effect where you can add a picture to drop straight onto your background image, such as this 'drop-on-the-bakcup' cake. The 'image only'
option requires a small amount of bandwidth, which will normally only be required once. All future views will be via a cached version. All other visual effects are available via the included Download button. Do not forget to come back and rate once you have completed your project - there's a little surprise
each time you return to the site. The cake is served. Supported Image Formats: JPG and PNG. Description: Free Animate feature only - no sound and no animation so no wiggly or wobbling cheese is going on here! This free image only is suitable for non-commercial use. Use it to create a photo effect, an
overlaid puzzle, or simply an 'image' to
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Perfect for enjoying hummus while you surf, or as a template for creating your own random cheese facts, this widget will display a random cheese fact on an as-needed basis. You can easily make changes to the text size, text colour, text position, and update frequency. The widget can be found on the
'Save As' list in Yahoo! Widget Engine. To move the Widget around the screen, use ctrl+click. Click the text to visit CheeseOnTour.com in your default browser. ]]>Sat, 10 Jul 2007 12:05:00 +0000 some cheese talk? 't load Cheese O 10 Jan 2007 02:48:33 +0000Heys heys everyone! I've tried to load the
Cheese O website, I've tried to load it in Opera, in Firefox, in Google Chrome, and none of them will open the site. My email is dave@mcw.com and I need to keep my job as a Cheese O fan, so please send me an email with your email address so I can return the favor. Please help! ]]>Can't load Cheese
O!'s are winning 10 Jan 2007 02:42:13 +0000Ash b7e8fdf5c8
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We’re just plain awesome. We care about our cheese. We aren’t whizzes in the kitchen, but we know what’s important in life. So we get down to it. We talk about our favourites, share our thoughts, eat some cheese, and crack some bones. What makes us different is that we give every single one of our
visitors a free 10 cheese fact, free with their purchases, and a free quiz. It’s no secret that the company is worth about £12 million, but how do we make sure that we keep our quality high? We’ve got volunteers, specialist cheese tasters, cheese freaks and cheese aficionados; talk to them, share
information and opinions, and get their feedback. We’re the oldest and most knowledgable cheese website you’ll ever find online. We’ve been in the cheese business for over 15 years. We know every single cheese in every corner of the world. Our free quiz is 100% anonymous and 100% accurate.
We’ve tested it on more than 10,000 people and it never fails. So why not ask it to tell you the 10 interesting cheese facts about your favourite cheese? Free Cheese Quiz On CheeseOnTour.com Description: If you like a bit of cheese, you’ve probably had a chance to complete a cheese quiz. The idea is to
guess the correct cheese and you gain points for every correct answer. The number of answers determines the difficulty. This free version of the quiz has 19 questions in it. But some people can’t be bothered to come up with the answers. If you’re one of those people, then we’ve got the next best thing:
let the quiz tell you the right answers. The answers are right there, on CheeseOnTour.com. And we’ll even provide you with a link to this page on the quiz answers page. This free quiz is based on the cheese quiz on the CheeseOnTour.com website. The more accurate you are, the more points you get.
Points are never recorded, just given out as a reward. You can’t buy anything with the points, but we won’t tell. Requirements: · Mozilla Firefox 3.0.x or Internet Explorer 7.0+ Details: Full description This free widget displays random cheese facts from the

What's New in the CheeseOnTour.com Random Cheese Facts?

Why hasn't a fresh, new, simple, entertaining talk show on the radio replaced the behemoth that is Rush Limbaugh?! This is it. Great for lunches, after work, or on the run, where you can't watch tv, listen to music or surf the web. The easiest to use talk show on the radio. Over 10 years of it! (how long
that statement needs to be, I have no idea...Its short because I think it gets to the point. Like the name says, 'Read the CD' by 'Usenet Format' author, 'The Bakersfield Californian'. I swear, who else would put ntltc's user-friendly, slightly out-of-date, and well-known list of 'online e-mail providers' at the
end of a like-minded Usenet FAQ?!? Hilarious, and true!) The first online encyclopedia, Tripod, was released in 1991. Interestingly, it was written by the co-founder and 'angel investor' of Netscape, Jim Clark, and was based on Larry Sanger's ideas at the Stanford Language Processing Lab. Tripod grew to
be a large site, with over 50,000 articles. There was only two problem with Tripod, it had no search function, and its data was in a bit messy. Cafepress was founded in 1998 in Boca Raton, Florida, and it is an online greeting card and business card maker. However, they state, "a cafe is not a
coffeehouse," and they will sell cards in other formats than the standard square. Comments Threshold Usenet 10 Years Ago, 10 Years From Now The administrators of the Yahoo User Interface Group are proud to announce that the Yahoo! Widgets' API has been stable for at least 10 years (they think it's
been around for about that long). That's right. We've been stable for a while. Any problems with the Widgets' API should be fixed by now. In fact, almost everything is fixed by now. We're at an exciting moment in the evolution of the web. In that same time, the Total Baseball API, which we have in beta
right now, has already got over 1 million hits. That's right, one million hits. Think of it this way: last week, T-Mobile was named the number one carrier.
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System Requirements:

Windows: Windows 7, 8 or 10 Processor: 2 GHz AMD or Intel Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600 or AMD Radeon HD DirectX: Version 9.0c Additional Notes: DX11/11.1 Compatible Requires a Video Card with at least 4GB Memory to be installed REQUIREMENTS: VIDEO CARD: NVIDIA 8800
series graphics or AMD HD 4850
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